New standard function for click.to: Toodledo is coming
With the new service "click.to Toodledo", To-Dos can be created on the fly
Karlsruhe, 30th August 2011 – Previously, the maintenance of to-do lists took some selfdiscipline; now with "click.to Toodledo", this task is easily taken care of with the click of a
mouse. click.to, the desktop application by Axonic Informationssysteme GmbH from
Germany, adds the online service of Toodledo to the click.to standard package, helping users
to manage their online to-do lists more effectively.
With click.to, To-Dos are quickly stored right where they can be found again
On the internet platform Toodledo, to-do lists can be created, managed, shared and
synchronized with your Smartphone quickly and easily. Up to now, saving To-do lists in this way
on Toodledo meant opening the website and, after entering the user’s login information, typing
the list by hand. With click.to, text can be added to Toodledo from web pages, documents, or
file names with one click. When a user finds something in an e-mail that they would like to take
note of, the passage can be highlighted, copied and transported directly via CTRL + C or rightclick -> Copy to Toodledo - clicking on the Toodledo icon above the mouse pointer is all it takes.
The copy & paste concept expanded
Closer together: the idea that desktop and online applications can be closer to the user has
created the need for a desktop application that offers users a wide variety of options. For
example, inserting screenshots into Outlook or MS Paint with click.to works with a single click
on the icon above the mouse pointer. The same is true of uploading pictures to Facebook or
Flickr, or a search query on Google or Wikipedia. The opening of the target application and the
execution of the paste command are done automatically by click.to.
click.to & Toodledo
"Nowadays, nearly everyone uses to-do lists in one form or another. Toodledo is a first rate
service which organizes such tasks," says Peter Oehler, COO at Axonic. “With click.to Toodledo,
it’s now even faster, and much easier, to keep your lists up to date.”
Jack Olefsky, website inventor and engineer of Toodledo: “click.to will be a convenient way for
people to quickly add new tasks to their to-do list from anywhere."

click.to is free
The free program can be downloaded at www.clicktoapp.com. The Windows version is available
now, with the MAC OS version coming soon.
About Axonic
Axonic is a young company focused on information, communication and recognition
technologies. The company is headquartered in Karlsruhe and was founded in 2003 by Martin
Welker. For the past few years, Axonic research and development has directed its attention to
the area of "communication intelligence" - the targeted analysis, representation and
simplification of communication.
About Toodledo
Since 2006, Toodledo, founded by Jake Olefsky, has helped thousands of users to create notes
and tasks, set priorities and organize their daily work effectively. The service is compatible with
different apps for iPhone and iPad, as well as various desktop applications. The browser-based
version was completely redesigned in August 2011.
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